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Self Preservation Test
This test is designed to determine a individual's ability to self-preserve at the residential placement location prior to admission or relocation.  This test also should be used to reassess self-preservation capability when a resident's functional status changes. 
Part I - Verbal Test Questions
1.         Name some ways you can tell when there's a fire?
(To answer this question satisfactorily, three of the following six indicators must be mentioned.  If not enough accurate answers are given, the tester should ask?  “WHAT ELSE?”) 
Seeing Smoke
Seeing Flames
Hearing Someone  Yell "FIRE"
Smelling Smoke
Feeling Heat
Hearing Alarm Bell
Part II  - Functional Evacuation Testing
Testing is conducted at placement location after emergency evacuation procedures have been reviewed.  Bring recipient to his/her proposed sleeping quarters.  Explain that you will be testing his/her ability to leave the building in case of fire.  Explain that the test is necessary for all persons.  Sound the fire alarm/smoke detector to initiate tests, if possible. Timing of test begins with alarm going off and ends when recipient arrives at meeting area. 
1.         From sleeping quarters, with doors closed, have the recipient exit the building through the primary means of egress to ground level and out to the designated meeting area.  Record the following data.
2.   From sleeping quarters, with doors closed, have the recipient exit the building through the second means of egress to ground level and out to the designated meeting area. 
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Part III  - Determination
Has adequate knowledge of fire signs and signals?
Has adequate knowledge of procedures during a fire?
Able to exit the building in 3 minutes from the main route of exit?
Able to exit the building in 3 minutes from the secondary rout of exit?
Does the client have any known hearing, visual, mobility or psychological impairments that may affect his/her ability to self-preserve? 
Self-Preservation Status:
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